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Rapid Transformation to IoT

Here are items we already developed and ready for deployment: 

We at Arshon Technology developed a system using a Wi-Fi chip 
which can easily adapt to any product. 

Firmware code associated with Wi-Fi connectivity 

MQTT protocol for cloud connectivity 

AWS connectivity programs and codes 

Cloud service platform    

Is your product outdated? 
Are you looking to give an edge to your product with Internet of Things? 
Is the cost of upgrade a big burden for your business? 
Time to market for IoT development is too long, and you are behind the market? 



h�ps://www.iotlinks.com/documents/AST1207-Gateway-Alfa-Specifica�on-V1.pdf
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Things that we need to customize for you
Incorporating our Wi-Fi chip into your Hardware Are you looking to give an edge to  

Customized Dashboard on the cloud

Customized App 

  

$ 2



h�ps://www.iotlinks.com/documents/AST1207-Gateway-Alfa-Specifica�on-V1.pdf
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Embeded Wi-Fi module  
makes the co�e maker 
an IoT device

Coffee Maker 
with IoT compatibility 

ReportReport
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Blood Pressure Monitor 
with IoT compatibility

ReportEmbedded Wi-Fi module 
sends your blood pressure data 
to a secure cloud and can be 
monitored by your physician
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Vending Machine
with IoT compatibility

Embedded Wi-Fi module    
  makes the vending  
   machine and IoT device  
  and easy to use
via smartphones
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mineral water
$12.00

Nestle Chocolate 

$23.65

KitKat Chocolate 

$20.22

$21.00

Kinder Chocolate 
4 Bars 50g



Manufacturing Machine 
with IoT compatibility
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Report
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A Manufacturing machine 
can send the production 
data to the local server 
or the cloud
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Using Embedded Wi-Fi 
 module, you can control 
your door lock remotely

Door Lock 
with IoT compatibility

Report
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Embedded Wi-Fi module 
connects the access 
Gate to the cloud and 
the security room.

Access control 
with IoT Compatibility
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Where the Quality Matters!

Toronto
Engineering

Buffalo
Warehouse

Toronto
Manufacturing


